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Please ensure that all mobile phones and 
pagers are turned off. Photography and 
recording are strictly prohibited during 
performances. Our great acoustic means that 
even slight sounds can seem much louder. If 
you could help us to minimise unnecessary 
noise levels that may be disturbing to other 
patrons, such as crackling sweet wrappers, 
we’d really appreciate it. 

If you are suffering from a cough or cold, feel 
free to ask one of our Customer Experience 
Team members to reseat you close to the 
doors in case you need to leave the hall.

Sir Roger Norrington conductor

Susan Gritton soprano

Steven Devine fortepiano

Royal Northern Sinfonia

Symphony No.103 ‘Drumroll’, movements 1 & 2 

Set of English Canzonettas 

A Pastoral Song

The Mermaid’s Song

O Tuneful Voice

Piercing Eyes

String Quartet Op.76 No.5 

Symphony No.103 ‘Drumroll’, movements 3 & 4 

Interval

March for the Prince of Wales 

Set of English Canzonettas 

Fidelity

Pleasing Pain

She Never Told Her Love

Sailor’s Song

Symphony No.101 ‘The Clock’ 

Royal Northern Sinfonia, orchestra 
of Sage Gateshead, is the UK’s only 
full-time chamber orchestra. Founded 
in 1958, RNS has built a worldwide 
reputation for the North East through 
the quality of its music-making and 
the immediacy of the connections 
the musicians make with audiences.

The orchestra regularly flies the 
flag for the region at major festivals, 
including the BBC Proms, most 
recently performing Handel’s Water 
Music at Stage @theDock in 
Hull – the first Prom performed 
outside of London since 1930. They 
appear frequently at venues and 
festivals in Europe, including La 
folle journée in Nantes. In recent 
seasons they have toured to Vienna, 
Budapest, Istanbul and Tokyo.
RNS has worked with many 
international conductors and soloists 
including Christian Tetzlaff, Sir Roger 
Norrington, Paul McCreesh, Jess 
Gillam, Nicholas McGegan, Mahan 

Esfahani, Viktoria Mullova and Jessica 
Cottis, and also collaborated with 
leading popular voices such as Sting, 
Ben Folds, John Grant, Mercury Rev, 
Field Music and Maxïmo Park.

RNS has commissioned new music 
by David Lang, John Casken, 
Tansy Davies, Errollyn Wallen 
and James Weeks amongst 
others, and runs an annual Young 
Composers Competition.
In order to engage with the widest 
possible range of artists and 
audience, in 2018 RNS founded its 
inclusive ensemble RNS Moves, 
and also increasingly programmes 
accessible and relaxed performances 
throughout the season.
RNS has always been actively 
involved in local communities and in 
education. This season the orchestra 
will perform across the region in 
Kendal, Middlesbrough, Carlisle, 
Berwick and Sunderland, and will 
once again take their Christmas 

Royal Northern Sinfonia
Dinis Sousa Principal Conductor
Thomas Zehetmair Conductor Laureate
Lars Vogt, Julian Rachlin Principal Artistic Partners

royalnorthernsinfonia

RNSinfonia

royal_northern_sinfonia

by Candlelight tour to regional 
churches. Musicians support young 
people learning musical instruments 
through Sage Gateshead’s Centre for 
Advance Training and through In 
Harmony Newcastle.
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For 50 years Roger Norrington 
has been at the forefront of the 
movement for historically informed 
orchestral playing. Whether with 
his own London Classical Players in 
the 1980s, with the Stuttgart Radio 
Symphony, Camerata Salzburg, or 
Zurich Chamber Orchestra in recent 
years, or with the Orchestra of the Age 
of Enlightenment from its foundation, 
he has sought to put modern players 
in touch with the historical style of the 
music they play. The work involves 
orchestra size and seating, tempo, 
phrasing, articulation and sound.

Sir Roger (he was knighted by the 
Queen in 1997) sang and played the 
violin from a young age, and began 
to conduct at Cambridge. He studied 
at the Royal College of Music and 
in 1962 founded the first of several 

groups for the performance of early 
music, the Heinrich Schütz Choir. 
This was followed ten years later 
by the London Classical Players, 
which established Norrington as a 
leading exponent of historical style.

As early as 1966 Norrington had 
been made Music Director of the new 
and stimulating Kent Opera. Here 
he introduced innovative thinking 
about orchestra size, playing style 
and tempi. He has since shared 
his historical findings with more 
‘modern’ orchestras, choirs and opera 
companies. He has been a frequent 
guest with many of the world’s major 
orchestras – the Berlin Philharmonic 
and the Vienna Philharmonic, the 
Deutsche Symphonie, the Leipzig 
Gewandhaus, the Orchestre de Paris, 
the NHK Symphony Orchestra, Tokyo, 

Sir Roger Norrington
Conductor

and the London Philharmonic. In 
the US he has appeared over many 
years with the Boston, Chicago 
and San Francisco Symphonies, 
the Philadelphia Orchestra, the 
Cincinnati and Detroit Symphonies, 
and the LA Philharmonic.

Permanent posts with orchestras 
have included Chief Conductor 
of the Bournemouth Sinfonietta, 
Music Director of the Orchestra of St 
Lukes in New York, Chief Conductor 
(now Emeritus) of the Salzburg 
Camerata, Chief Conductor (now 
Emeritus for life) of the Stuttgart 
Radio Symphony Orchestra, Principal 
Conductor (now Emeritus) of the 
Zurich Chamber Orchestra, and 
Conductor Emeritus of the Orchestra 
of the Age of Enlightenment.
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Winner of the 1994 Kathleen Ferrier 
Memorial Award, British soprano 
Susan Gritton read botany at St 
Hilda’s College, Oxford subsequently 
attending the Britten-Pears School 
and National Opera Studio winning 
an Arts Foundation Fellowship. 
Recognised as one of the finest 
and most versatile singers of her 
generation she has performed in 
concert, recital and opera on many of 
the world’s major stages in roles such 
as Ellen Orford, Countess Madeleine, 
Tatyana, Micaela, Theodora, Donna 
Anna and Blanche with conductors 
such as Sir Charles Mackerras, Sir 
Simon Rattle, Sir Roger Norrington, Sir 
Colin Davis, Steuart Bedford, Richard 
Hickox and Paul McCreesh. A noted 
interpreter of classical repertoire she 
has performed and recorded Haydn 
masses including Harmoniemesse 
(Berlin Philharmonic, Rattle) and 
Nelsonmesse and others (Collegium 
Musicum 90, Hickox on Chandos). 
Her Grammy nominated recordings 

Steven Devine enjoys a busy career 
as a music director and keyboard 
player working with some of the finest 
musicians. He is the Principal Keyboard 
Player with the Orchestra of the Age of 
Enlightenment and also the principal 
keyboard player for The Gonzaga Band, 
The Mozartists and performs regularly 
with many other groups around 
Europe. He has recorded over thirty 
discs with other artists and ensembles 
and made six solo recordings. His 
recording of Bach’s Goldberg Variations 
(Chandos Records) has received critical 
acclaim – including Gramophone 
magazine describing it as “among the 
best”. The complete harpsichord works 
of Rameau (Resonus) has received five-
star reviews from BBC Music Magazine. 
Steven has recently released Bach’s 
Well-Tempered Clavier “it’s the one of 
all I’ve heard in the past ten years that I 
am happiest to live with.” - Early Music 
Review.

He made his London conducting debut 
in 2002 at the Royal Albert Hall and 
is now a regular performer there – 
including making his Proms directing 

include Holst The Mystic Trumpeter 
(BBC Symphony Orchestra, Sir Andrew 
Davis) which she performed at Snape 
in December 2019 (BBC Concert 
Orchestra, Wordsworth). Other career 
highlights include Beethoven’s Missa 
Solemnis at Carnegie Hall, New York 
in celebration of a significant birthday 
of Sir Roger Norrington, Brahms Ein 
Deutsches Requiem, Ravel L’Enfant et 
les Sortilèges, Bach Johannespassion 
(Berlin Philharmonic, Rattle); Britten 
The Rape of Lucretia (Female Chorus, 
Aldeburgh Festival Ensemble, 
Sir Oliver Knussen), and Vaughan 
Williams A Sea Symphony (London 
Symphony Orchestra, Hickox). In the 
last few years, Susan refreshed her 
botanical studies at Reading University 
and subsequently developed a 
successful career as a professional 
botanist now managing a nature 
recovery project in a lowland wetland. 
She dedicates this performance to our 
precious coral reefs.

debut in August 2007 with the 
Orchestra of the Age of Enlightenment. 
He has conducted the Mozart Festival 
Orchestra in every major concert hall 
in the UK and also across Switzerland. 
Steven is Music Director for New 
Chamber Opera in Oxford and with 
them has performed repertoire from 
Cavalli to Rossini. For the Dartington 
Festival Opera he has conducted 
Handel’s Orlando and Purcell’s Dido 
and Aeneas. He is currently conductor 
and Artistic Advisor for the English 
Haydn Festival in Bridgnorth.

Steven works regularly with the 
Norwegian Wind Ensemble, 
Trondheim Barokk, the Victoria 
Baroque Players (BC, Canada) and 
Arion Baroque Ensemble (Montreal). 
He is Early Keyboard Consultant to the 
Royal Birmingham Conservatoire and 
Royal Welsh Colleges, and teaches 
fortepiano at the Royal Academy of 
Music. Finally, Steven is thrilled to be 
a member of the ground-breaking Art 
of Moog: an electronic music group 
specialising in the performance of 
Bach.

Susan Gritton

Steven Devine

Soprano

Fortepiano



Concerts in the 18th Century were 
often known as “Academies”. The 
title stemmed back at least two 
hundred years, to when learned 
discussions, operas, and concerts 
were put on by intellectual societies of 
aristocrats. An example is Monteverdi’s 
Orfeo, staged in the royal palace at 
Mantua in 1607, by a group called 
the Accademia degli Invaghiti.

A more important difference between 
concerts in Haydn’s London (all over 
Europe too), and concerts today, 
was their content. Solo recitals were 
unknown; but so were all-orchestral 
ones. What people liked were mixed 
programmes,- of orchestra, soloists, 
and chamber music. After all, these 
evenings were entertainment, 
even if sometimes of an agreeably 
elevated kind. More “Friday Night 
is Music Night” than the Proms.

On 2 January 1791 Haydn and Salomon 
arrived in London, by far the most 
populous and cosmopolitan city 
in Europe: a clamorous, voracious 
metropolis of around one million 
inhabitants (some five times the size 
of Vienna), seething with commerce, 
spectacle and crime. Like all foreign 
visitors, Haydn was overwhelmed 
by ‘this endlessly huge city…whose 
beauties and marvels have quite 
astounded me’. In time he would also 
be repelled by the squalor of the 
urban proletariat. After spending his 
first two nights in London with the 
publisher John Bland and his wife, 
he took rooms at 18 Great Pultney 
Street, the house where Salomon 
lived. He was also given a studio in 
Broadwood’s piano shop, where he 
composed L’anima del filosofo and 
Symphonies Nos 95 and 96 – though 
he would later move to the (then) 
sylvan tranquillity of Lisson Grove, 
on the city’s northern fringes.

London’s concert life in the 1790s was 
far more extensive and democratic 
than Vienna’s. Nobles and commoners 
alike could attend an opera or 

How shocking to us purists today, 
that music might actually be fun! 
And to prove it of course, they 
felt it perfectly appropriate to 
applaud every movement,- a habit, 
by the way, that only died out in 
the 1920s. Symphonies usually 
opened and closed proceedings, 
and were even used in part, or 
split up, as you will hear tonight.

Haydn received his Doctorate of Music 
at Oxford during his first extended 
stay in England (1791-2), on which 
occasion he performed his Oxford 
Symphony in the Sheldonian Theatre. 
It was one of very few symphonies 
that he brought with him from Vienna. 
All the following twelve he wrote 
in a smokey London apartment 
provided by the impresario Salomon, 
who had brought him to England.

Dr Haydn’s London Academy
A note from Sir Roger Norrington, July 2021

Haydn in London
subscription concert virtually every 
evening, while societies of amateurs 
and professionals like the Nobleman’s 
and Gentlemen’s Catch Club and 
the Anacreontic Society would 
perform regularly in the city’s taverns. 
Salomon’s Friday concert series in 
the Hanover Square Rooms (seating 
around 800) opened on 11 March with 
the usual motley array of symphonies, 
concertos and vocal items. The 
main attraction for the audience 
(‘numerous and very elegant’) was a 
new symphony by Haydn, conducted 
by the composer. As Nos 95 and 
96 were not yet ready (they were 
first performed in April or May), 
the symphony played was almost 
certainly No. 92, new to London 
audiences, though not to Parisians. ‘A 
new grand overture by HAYDN was 
received with the highest applause, 
and universally deemed a composition 
as pleasing as scientific,’ enthused 
the Diary or Woodfall’s Register of 
12 March. The symphony quickly 
became a favourite – more so than 
Nos 95 and 96 would be – and was 
chosen for the occasion of Haydn’s 
receiving an honorary doctorate 

at Oxford in July. Of the degree 
ceremony he later told Dies, ‘I felt very 
silly in my gown…. But I have a lot – I 
might say everything – to thank this 
doctor’s degree in England; because 
of it I became acquainted with the 
first men in the land and gained 
entrance to the greatest houses.’

Interspersed with Salomon’s concerts 
were other musical activities, including 
the promised benefit concert on 
16 May and a concert on 30 May at 
which Haydn conducted his Seven 
Last Words and two symphonies. 
That same week he was profoundly 
stirred by monster performances of 
Israel in Egypt, Messiah, Zadok the 
Priest and excerpts from other choral 
works in Westminster Abbey. Carpani 
recounted that he ‘confessed…that 
when he heard the music of Hendl 
[sic] in London he was struck as if he 
had been put back to the beginning 
of his studies…. He pondered every 
note and drew from those most 
learned scores the essence of true 
musical grandeur.’ The first seeds 
were sown for The Creation.

© Richard Wigmore

Academy programmes were not usually 
full of music by the same composer, 
though it became common in Beethoven’s 
and Berlioz’ time. But tonight is a rare 
chance to, hear side by side, different 
kinds of pieces, in diverse instrumental 
and vocal styles, written by one of 
the greatest composers of all time.

© Alberto Venzago



Roger Norrington: 
A lifetime of curiosity
Dear Roger,

You’ve taken us by surprise, again! 
Among all the many shocks and 
unexpected pleasures you’ve given 
us across more than fifty years of 
adventurous music-making, the 
fact that this is your final concert 
at the age of 87 has sprung upon 
us suddenly, without warning. 

Yet this has always been your principle 
through a lifetime of continual 
curiosity, enquiry and energy –to 
be surprised, surprised by music 
and devoted to demonstrating its 
originality. You’ve always been in the 
front line of what has become known 
as the early music movement, but 
you have never been a slave to the 
past. Your aim has been to make old 
music sound new –to bring it to life by 
respecting everything we can learn 
about how it was first performed (as 
you will with Haydn this evening) 
but then to unleash it with freshness 
and vitality into our contemporary 
lives. And what a range of music 
you have revealed in the process.

You started with the German 
composer Heinrich Schütz. When 
you founded the Schütz Choir in 1962 
this music was very little known (you 
once told me you heard it first when a 
young man called Colin Davis brought 
a newly-published piece of his to the 
music camp where you both studied 
in the late 1950s). The Schütz Choir 
made an immediate impact with its 
concerts in London churches and then 
at Aldeburgh, just at the time when the 
revival of earlier music was gathering 
speed with the public. You had some 
conducting study with Adrian Boult at 
the Royal College of Music, attended 
many Prom rehearsals across the 
road at the Royal Albert Hall, and 
sang professionally. Schütz had a 
big anniversary in 1972, the concerts 
got bigger In St Paul’s Cathedral and 

the Brompton Oratory, and you then 
formed the London Baroque Players 
which later became the London 
Classical Players, pioneering the 
revival of baroque works with period 
forces. That provided the background 
to your early revivals of the Bach 
Passions with a mixture of old and 
new instruments, landmark occasions 
in London churches in the 1970s.

All this time you were also conducting 
an opera company! Kent Opera 
was an innovative touring company; 
you worked with Jonathan Miller on 
Monteverdi’s Orfeo, delivered fresh, 
fast Mozart, touring the country in a 
gruelling schedule.  But eventually 
that gave way to your commitment to 
the baroque and classical orchestral 
and choral repertory –those accounts 
of Mozart’s Requiem, Haydn’s Creation 
and so many others with sprightly 
tempi, clear textures, high impact 
sounds: this was thrilling. And then 
you were developing your own 
distinctive concert formats: none of 
us who were there will forget your 
Experience Weekends at the South 
Bank, based around single great works 
like Berlioz’s Symphonie fantastique, 
Mozart’s Magic Flute, or Beethoven’s 
Ninth Symphony, surrounding them 
with talks and concerts providing 
context and background for these 
great works –a revelation in terms of 
increasing our musical understanding. 

Then the orchestra was ready to 
tackle the Beethoven symphonies 
–I remember being knocked out 
by a Beethoven Eighth in St John’s 
Smith Square that seared across the 
musical sky like a comet, showing 
how these great works could be 
reimagined. That led to the Second 
and Eighth recording for EMI and then 
to the whole Beethoven symphony 
cycle with its controversial and 

thought-provoking Ninth, stripped 
of so much of its old weighty 
grandeur and made to dance again. 
Then onwards into rethinking the 
classical mainstream: Schubert, 
Schumann, Brahms symphonies, and 
even a memorable Wagner disc.

I think the thing we will always 
remember about your music-making is 
your refusal to take things for granted, 
your desire to work everything out 
afresh. But this didn’t result in dry-
as-dust ‘early music’ performances, 
because you then let the music rip, 
allowing its power to speak directly 
to audiences. And that had an equal 
effect when you took these insights 
to the Vienna Philharmonic and the 
Berlin Philharmonic, and eventually 
when you became chief conductor 
of the Stuttgart Radio Symphony 
Orchestra. There you created a new 
revolution through your determination 
that the classical and romantic 
repertory could be played well on 
modern instruments, but only if 
conventional devices like vibrato in the 
strings were totally avoided. Another 
provocation, another controversy! Yet 
the results often had a new directness 
that was very moving, whether in 
Mahler’s Ninth Symphony or (a 
particular favourite of mine) Elgar’s 
First Symphony, with superlative 
orchestral playing matched to total 
originality of rhetoric and expression.

It’s been an exhilarating journey for 
us your listeners, and I hope for you 
too. You deserve a rest! But somehow 
I can’t imagine that there won’t be 
one more piece of research, one 
more insight to be shared, one more 
new perception into the music of the 
past. On behalf of us all, thank you!

- Nicholas Kenyon



Joseph Haydn (1732-1809)

Symphony No.103 in E flat, “Drum Roll”
Allegro con spirito - Andante - Menuetto - Allegro con spirito

English Canzonettas
A Pastoral Song - The Mermaid’s Song - O Tuneful Voice - Piercing 

Eyes - Fidelity - Pleasing Pain - She Never Told Her Love - Sailor’s Song

Joseph Haydn’s first visit to London 
in 1791 at the invitation of the 
impresario Johann Salomon proved an 
invigorating artistic, as well as financial, 
triumph for the composer. His second 
stay in the capital, from February 
1794 until August 1795, proved even 
more successful. Salomon had 
commissioned Haydn to compose 
six new symphonies for his concerts, 
and they were to prove the last Haydn 
would write. 

The orchestral resources were much 
fuller in London than those Haydn had 
to content himself with at Esterháza 
and he was delighted to be able to use 
more wind instruments - in particular, 
clarinets - in his compositions. This 
choice is put to colourful effect in 
the penultimate London symphony, 
No.103 in E flat. The first performance 
on March 2, 1795, was not at one of 
Salomon’s concerts - he had suddenly 
given up promotions - but at one held 
by what had been the rival organisers, 
the Opera Concerts.

During his triumphant second visit to 
London of 1794-5 Haydn took time off 
from the main business of composing 
and directing symphonies to produce 
his delectable English Canzonettas 
for the lucrative amateur market. The 
original impulse behind these songs 
– fifteen in all – came from Haydn’s 
friend Anne Hunter, widow of the 
celebrated surgeon John Hunter, who 
turned out polished, if hardly original, 
verses, in the taste of the day: usually 
soulful and sentimental, but also 
mining a vein of fashionable Gothic 
gloom.

This being late Haydn, even his 
lighter canzonettas are full of 
sophisticated touches. In ‘A pastoral 
song’, a Victorian parlour favourite, and 
‘Piercing eyes’, the keyboard textures 
have the refinement and transparency 
of a string quartet. For ‘She never 
told her love’, Anne Hunter selected 
Viola’s famous speech from Twelfth 
Night. Haydn’s sole Shakespeare 

coda
Tail-piece. A musical display which 
rounds off a movement and often 
includes material heard earlier.

Esterháza
The isolated palace on marshland in 
Hungary which was one of the seats 
for the noble Esterházy family. It had 
its own opera house and Haydn was 
employed there by Prince Paul Anton 
Esterházy. Under his successor, Prince 
Nikolaus, Haydn became director of 
court music in 1766.

The symphony opens dramatically on 
the timpani, which soon earned the 
work’s nickname of “the Drum Roll”. 
It certainly would have concentrated 
the audience’s minds at that first 
performance - Haydn himself 
remarked that it “excited the deepest 
attention”. Dark, ominous notes follow 
at a funereal pace from bassoons, 
cellos and basses - after which two 
chords sound almost like a closing 
phrase. The passage is repeated; this 
time with strings offering glimpses 
of light through the gloom, then 
the mood suddenly switches into 
an energised allegro con spirito. 
Eventually, after another drum roll, the 
dark passage tramps back, but this 
time is dispelled in a brisk coda.

Haydn’s skill in drawing forth all 
the colours and contrasts of his 
orchestra’s instruments is showcased 
in the expansive andante, variations 
on a Croatian folk song in C minor and 
another folk song in C major. A highly 
rhythmic menuetto follows with a trio 

offering great scope for the horns and 
clarinets. The horns introduce the 
allegro con spirito finale, which, with its 
lively variations on a single fanfare-like 
theme, is one of Haydn’s most inspired 
creations.

© Richard C. Yates

setting unfolds as a quasi-operatic 
arioso, full of bold, rhetorical contrasts 
and unusually elaborate dynamic 
markings. Two inspired touches 
are the overlapping of the vocal 
entry with the close of the piano 
introduction, and the voice’s twice-
repeated lingering cadence near the 
close, the first time culminating in a 
stabbing discord – a perfect musical 
embodiment of ‘Smiling at grief’.

The rollicking ‘Sailor’s Song’ and 
the suave ‘Mermaid’s Song’, with its 
charming canonic imitations, are 
both tributes to Haydn’s maritime 
host nation. The onomatopoeic 
accompaniment of ‘Sailor’s Song’ 
(depicting bugle calls, canons, ‘rattling 
ropes’ and the like) gleefully exploits 
the sonority and range of the new 
Broadwood fortepiano which Haydn 
had first encountered in London.
Haydn’s setting of Hunter’s poem 
‘Fidelity’ trades on vivid contrasts 
between minor-keyed storm (evoked 

in the turbulent piano part) and 
major-keyed serenity. Not for the only 
time in his songs, Haydn seems less 
concerned here with mirroring the 
shape of the poem than in using the 
general sense of the words to create 
a free sonata-form structure – a 
testament to the power of the sonata 
principle in all of Haydn’s music by the 
1790s.

Anne Hunter penned ‘O Tuneful Voice’ 
- probably the last of his English songs 
- as a farewell tribute to the composer 
before his final departure from 
London. Haydn’s valedictory music 
combines a fervent bel canto line with 
a wonderful freedom of modulation 
(in, say, the shifts to the flat side of 
the spectrum at ‘still vibrate on my 
heart’ and, even more evocatively, 
at ‘In Echo’s cave’) that is at once a 
quintessential feature of late Haydn 
and prefigures Schubert.

Richard Wigmore ©



String Quartet in D major, Op.76 No.5
Allegretto - Largo cantabile e mesto – Menuetto allegro – Finale presto

The first known reference to Haydn’s 
last completed set of string quartets 
comes from the Swedish diplomat 
Fredrik Silverstolpe, who wrote from 
Vienna on 14 June 1797 that he had 
‘again been at Haydn’s house a few 
days ago…he played at the piano a 
few violin quartets which a certain 
Count Erdödy had ordered from him 
for 100 ducats, and which may only be 
printed after a few years have elapsed. 
They are masterly, and full of new 
ideas.’ Count Joseph Erdödy, who had 
commissioned the quartets, was the 
chancellor at the Hungarian court in 
Pressburg (modern-day Bratislava) 
who even in the cash-strapped years 
of the Napoleonic Wars maintained 
his own private string quartet. He 
seems to have had exclusive use 
of the quartets for two years. When 
they were published as Op. 76, in 
two books of three, in Vienna and 
London in 1799-1800, Erdödy naturally 
received the dedication. 

The Op. 76 quartets share the mingled 
profundity and popular appeal of 
Haydn’s London symphonies and the 
quartets he wrote for London, Op. 71 
and 74. But their arguments are still 

more unpredictable, sometimes to the 
point of magisterial eccentricity, their 
contrasts – not least their lurches from 
sophisticated salon to village green – 
still more extreme. 

In the last two Op. 76 quartets Haydn 
abandons the traditional sonata-form 
opening movement for a more relaxed 
structure. The Quartet in D major, Op. 
76 No. 5, begins with an ingenuous-
sounding Allegretto tune in a gently 
lilting 6/8. But the mood of pastoral 
innocence is broken by a section in D 
minor that works the melody in bare 
contrapuntal textures, then launches 
into a new, impassioned theme. 
After a reprise of the opening, Haydn 
increases the tempo to Allegro for an 
exhilarating coda that continues to 
develop the material of the middle 
section.

The quartet’s centre of gravity is the 
sublime Largo cantabile e mesto 
(mesto = ‘sad’) in the remote, luminous 
key of F sharp major. Extremes of key 
here provoke extremes of feeling. This 
music distils a Wordsworthian serenity 
tempered by a visionary strangeness, 
above all in the labyrinthine harmonic 

explorations, led by viola and cello, at 
the movement’s centre. This is one of 
several late Haydn slow movements 
that profoundly influenced the great 
Adagios of Beethoven’s middle and 
late periods. 

The minuet takes the exalted 
Largo theme and transforms it into 
something altogether more robust 
and convivial, though as so often 
Haydn has fun roughing up the regular 
minuet rhythm. The D minor trio is 
laconic, enigmatic, counterponting 
an obsessive two-note cadential 
figure with a scurrying cello part. This 
same cadential figure, now in D major, 
launches the finale, music that takes 
the scrapings and skirlings of a village 
band as the starting point for a riotous, 
endlessly unpredictable sonata 
movement.

Richard Wigmore ©

March for the 
Prince of Wales

The debauched but musically cultured 
future George IV was Haydn’s most 
avid supporter amongst the British 
royal family. The composer often took 
part in the Prince of Wales’s concerts 
in Carlton House, and in 1792 wrote 
a march for the prince’s regiment. 
Marches are not normally noted for 
their subtlety. But this ‘March for the 
Prince of Wales’, scored with fastidious 
refinement for trumpet, clarinets, 
bassoons, horns and serpent, is 
remarkably un-bellicose.

Richard Wigmore ©
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Joseph Haydn’s first visit to London in 
1791 at the invitation of the impresario 
Johann Salomon proved to be 
an invigorating artistic, as well as 
financial, triumph for the composer. He 
had been given the star treatment in 
London and the award of a doctorate 
in music by Oxford University that 
summer considerably boosted his 
reputation throughout Europe. His 
second stay in London, from February 
1794 until August 1795, proved 
even more successful. Salomon 
commissioned Haydn to compose 
six new symphonies for his concerts 
– and they were to prove Haydn’s last 
and his most magnificent.
The ‘Symphony No 101’ was the 
second of these last symphonies in 
order of composition, first performed 
in March 1794, and it proved the most 

Symphony No 101 in D, ‘The Clock’
Adagio; Presto - Andante - Menuet; Allegretto - Finale: Vivace

popular of the set. It offers a solemn, 
rather ominous, adagio introduction 
before suddenly switching to an 
altogether different mood, presenting 
a brisk presto which is full of vitality 
and passion. The tick-tock rhythm 
of the andante earns the symphony 
its celebrated nickname, forming 
the basis for a folksy march tune for 
the violins which grows in intensity 
before subsiding and returning to 
the clock theme embellished by 
the wind instruments. The lengthy 
menuet which follows is very stately 
and ceremonial, with a gentle trio at 
its centre mimicking the music of a 
rustic band. The symphony reaches 
its impressive conclusion in a vigorous 
and richly orchestrated vivace finale.

© Richard C. Yates © TyneSight Photographic



The Orchestra

Contrabassoon

Simon Estell

Horn

Peter Francomb
The Friends of Royal
Northern Sinfonia Chair
Jonathan
Quaintrell-Evans
The Richardson 
Family Chair

Trumpet

Hedley Benson
Marion Craig

Timpani

Jude Carlton

Viola

Michael Gerrard
The Rossiter Family Chair
Malcolm Critten
The Merle Rewcastle Chair
James Slater
Tegwen Jones
The Skews Family Chair

Cello

Steffan Morris
The Share Family Chair
Daniel Hammersley
The Freeman Chair
James Craig
Gabriel Waite
The Manning Chair

Double Bass

Philip Nelson
The Anonymous Chair
Siân Hicks

Principal Partners 
support the work 
of Royal Northern 
Sinfonia through an 
association with one of 
the orchestra’s Section 
Leaders or Principal 
Chairs. If you would 
like more information, 
please contact Natalie 
Heath, Individual Giving 
Officer on 
0191 443 5038.

Royal Northern Sinfonia © TyneSight Photographic

Flute

Fiona Kelly
Helena Gourd

Oboe

Michael O’Donnell
The Sylvia Fuller Chair
Rebecca O’Donnell

Clarinet

The Bragg Family Chairs
Cristina Mateo
Jessica Lee

Bassoon

Stephen Reay
The Pyman Family Chair
Lawrence O’Donnell

First Violin

Maria Włoszczowska
The Huntington Chair
Kyra Humphreys
The Christine Swales Chair
Beatrice Phillips
Iona Brown
The Voigt Chair
Dániel Máté Mészöly
Jane Nossek
Sarah Roberts
Liz Rossi

Second Violin

Eva Aronian
Gaëlle-Anne Michel
The Anonymous Chair
Jenny Chang
The BA Summers Chair
Alanna Tonetti-Tieppo 
Sophie Appleton
 Gemma Bass



2020-23 Crisis, 
Recovery 
and Renaissance 
campaign
The Covid-19 pandemic has created 
a fi nancial emergency for Sage 
Gateshead. In 2020/21. 80% of our 
income was aff ected, and we had 
to adapt our organisation. We have 
weathered the storm thanks to the 
support of many generous people 
and organisations, and the investment 
from Arts Council England and DCMS. 
Our sincerest thanks to you all.

Looking ahead, the impact of the 
pandemic will be felt deeply. We are 
determined to play a proactive role 
in our region’s recovery. Meanwhile, 
operational and fi nancial challenges 
continue, with our box offi  ce and 
trading income set to be half of that in 
a pre-Covid year. This year, we again 
need to raise £1 million through our 
Crisis, Recovery and Renaissance 
campaign, to ensure we can continue 
to share world-class music by 
artists from all genres, support our 
communities’ health and wellbeing, 
and create vital artist development 
and inspiring educational 
opportunities. If you’d like to help Sage 
Gateshead, please donate online on 
www.sagegatehead.com/support or 
get in touch with 
Natalie.Heath@sagegateshead.com.

Public Funding

Trust and Foundation Supporters

29th May 1961 Charitable Trust, Ambache Trust, The Barbour Foundation, Catherine 
Cookson Charitable Trust, Clore Duffi  eld Foundation, Community Foundation Tyne 
& Wear and Northumberland, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, Foyle Foundation, 
Garfi eld Weston Foundation, The Hadrian Trust, The John Horseman Trust, Kavli 
Trust, LNER Customer and Communities Investment Fund, The Marchus Trust, 
National Lottery Community Fund, Netherton Park Trust, The Percy Hedley 1990 
Trust, Persimmon Building Future, PRS Foundation, Roy and Pixie Baker Charitable 
Trust, The Shears Foundation, Sir James Knott Trust, St Nicholas’ Educational Trust, 
Stuart Halbert Foundation, Vardy Foundation, W A Handley Charity Trust, Wolfson 
Foundation, Youth Music.

North Music Trust is 
a registered charity 
(No. 1087445). 

Platinum Corporate Partners

Bronze Corporate Partners 
Biff a Waste Services, Northern Elevator, 
Pioneer Foodservice, Solution Group, Zerolight

Silver Corporate Partners

Gold Corporate Partners

We want to sincerely thank our 
Founding Patrons, Founding 
Endowment Donors, Principal 
Partners, RNS Supporters, Friends 
of RNS, Sage Circle members and 
Sage Supporters as well as all our 
Sage Gateshead Ambassadors, 
Champions, Promoters, Advocates, 
Affi  liates and Associates and 
everybody who has supported 
our 2020-23 Crisis, Recovery and 
Renaissance campaign through 
ticket top-ups and donations.



Join us this Season 
Join us for more great music with Royal Northern Sinfonia 
and visiting artists this season. More concerts are being 
announced regularly, so keep an eye out for updates.

RNS: Christmas Classics
Sunday 5 December
5pm | Sage One 

RNS: The People’s Requiem
Sunday 28 November
4pm | Sage One

RNS: A West End Christmas
Saturday 11 December  
7.30pm | Sage One

RNS: Messiah
Sunday 18 December
7pm | Sage One
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Book Now at sagegateshead.com

The Snowman
Wednesday 22, Thursday 23 
& Friday 24 December 
Sage One


